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From Chipko to Sati:
The Contemporary Indian
Women’s Movement
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I

n this chapter I offer a selective description of the contemporary
Indian women’s movement. I am selective pardy because space
is limited, partly because I want to cover a range of campaigns
from urban to rural and radical to reformist, and partly because I
describe key moments in the development of the movement since
the early 1970s.Inevitably, my discussion is partial.
The phrase the contemporary Indian womeni movement is itself
debated in India. Many would argue that the campaigns described
here do not fall under the rubric of one movement and indeed
that the women who engaged in some of the campaigns did not
regard themselves as part of an overarching women’s movement.
There is some truth in this criticism, and it is not my intention to
misappropriate activity. Nevertheless, social theory would be that
much poorer-and so, for that matter, would wc--ifwe were always
to restrict our definitions to those offered by the social actors. My
justification here for using the article the (women’s movement) to
describe a s u m of campaigns around issues of importance to women
is that the campaigns fed into a network of women’s gtoups and
were part of a process of change and development in feminist
thinking: As far as the public impact of women’s campaigns is
concerned, awareness of women’s problems and rights has
accumulated through these campaigns.

I have tried to find a concise way of describing this process by
dividing the chapter into four sections. The first provides the context
in which contemporary feminist ideas developed. The second
describes the early feminist campaigns, which were largely city
based. The third describesthe period of growth and maturing when
a host of movements and campaigns, both historical and
contemporary, fed into Indian feminism. And the fourth deals with
the years in which feministsfaced a series of attacks and challenges.

WOMEN’SSTATUS
Date of women’s suffrage: 1950
Economically active population: M 84%; F 29%
Female employment (% oftotal workforce):25
Life expectancy; M 57:F 58
School enrollment ratio (HI00M )
primary
71
secondary
55
tertiary
37
Literacy: M 64%; F 39%

The Context
&er India gained independencein 1947,the Congress government
made partial attempts to fulfil1 the promises it had made to women
by declaring in the constitution the equality of men and women,
setting up various administrative bodies for the creation of
opportunities for women, and inducting a number of feminists
into the government. In the 1950s and 1960s,therefore, there was
a lull in feminist campaigning. The movement that started in the
1970s was very different from its predecessors, for it grew out of a
number of radical movements of the time.
In the early 1970~~
the Indian Left fractured, and some factions
began to question their earlier analysis of revolution. New leftist
ideas and movements developed, albeit on a smaller scale. Among
these the most interesting movements for feminists were the
Shahada and anti-price rise agitations in Maharashtra and the SelfEmployed Women’s Association (SEWA) and Nav Nirman in
Gujarat. T h e Shahada mavement, in Dhulia district of Maharashtra,
was a Bhil tribal landless labourers’ movement against the exploitative
practices of non-tribal local landowners. Drought and famine in
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Maharashtra during this period exacerbated the poverty already
created by invidious rates of sharecropping, land alienation, and
extortionate moneylending charges, and these conditions
contributed to rising militancy among the Bhils. The Shahada
movement began as a folk protest (through radical devotional song
clubs) in the late 1960s. It took on a more militant campaigning
thrust when the New Left joined the movement in the early 1970s
and helped the Bhils form an organization, the Shramik Sangathana,
in 1972. Accounts of the Shahada movement say that women were
more active than men and that as their militancy grew, they began
to take direct action on issues specific to them as women, such as
the physical violence associated with alcoholism.’ Groups of women
began to go from village to village to storm liquor dens and destroy
liquor pots. If any women reported that her husband had beaten
her, other women would assemble, beat him, and farce him to
apologize to his wife in public.
Meanwhile in Gujarat, what. was probably the first attempt at
forming a women’s trade ‘union was made in Ahmedabad by
Gandhian socialists attached to the Textile Labour Association
(TLA).Formed in 1972 at the initiative of Ela Bhatt, who worked
in the women’s wing of the TLA, the Self-Employed Women’s
Association was an organization ofwornen who worked in different
trades in the informal sector but shared a common experience of
extremely low earnings, very poor working conditions (most of
them either performed piecework in their homes or toiled on the
streets as vendors or hawkers), harassment from those in authority
(the contractor for home workers and the police for vendors), and
lack of recognition of their work as socially usehl labour, The aims
of SEWA were to improve these working conditions through
training, technical aid, and collective bargaining and to ‘introduce
the members to the _values of honesty, dignity and simplicity of
lifegoals reflectin the Gandhian ideals to which TLA and SEWA
leaders subscribe.$2
Conditions of drought and famine in the rural areas of
Maharashtra in the early 1970s led to a sharp rise in prices in the
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urban areas. In 1973, Mrinal Gore ofthe Socialist Party and Ahilya
Ranganekar of the Communist Party of India-Marxist (CPI-M),
together with many others, formed the United Women’s Anti Price
Rise Front, ‘to mobilize women of the city against inflation just as
women
of the rural poor had been mobilized in the famine
agitations.’3 The campaign rapidly became a mass women’s
movement for consumer protection and its members demanded
that the government fix prices and distribute essential commodities.
So many housewives were involved that a new form of protest was
invented: At appointed times housebound women would express
their support for demonstrators by beating thalis (metal plates)
with kztbis (rolling pins). The demonstrations themselves were huge,
comprising between ten and twenty thousand women. Commonly,
demonstrators would protest rising prices and hoarding by going
to the ofices of government officials,members of Parliament (MPs),
and merchants, surrounding them, and offering them bangles as a
token of their emasculation or by goirlg to warehouses where goods
were being hoarded and raiding them.
Soon after, the movement spread to Gujarat, where it was known
as the Nav Nirman Movement of 1974. Nav Nirman, originally a
students’ movement against soaring prices, corruption, and black
marketeering, became a massive middle-class movement joined by
thousands of women, In its course the movement shifted from
protesting these issues to mounting an all-out criticism of the. Indian
state. The methods of protesc ranged from mass hunger strikes to
mock courts passing judgment on corrupt state officials and
politicians, mod< funerals celebratingthe death of those condemned
by their courts, andprabhatphcris, or processions to greet the dawn
of a new era. Women also ‘rang the death knell of the Legislative
Assembly with rolling pins and thalis.’ It took the police some
three months to subdue the Nav Nirman movement, and between
ninety and one hundred people were killed.*
In the same year as the Nav Nirman movement developed and
was subdued, the first women’s group associated with the
contemporary feminist movement was formed in Hyderabad.
Comprising women from the Maoist movement, the Progressive
Organization of Women (POW)exemplified rethinking within

...

3 Gail Omvedr, ‘Women and Rural Revolt in India‘,/ournal of’Pcasant Sta’djc,.
Vibhud Parel, Rcucbingfir Halfthr Sky, Bombay: h t a r Rashtriya Prakashan
Bawda, 1985. pp. 8-10.
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the Left. As in the Shahada movement. Maoist women were
beginning to stress the existence of gender oppression and to
organize women against it; but whereas in the former the question
came up through the single issue of wife beating, the POW
attempted an overarching analysis of gender Oppression in its
manifesto, which was largely influenced by Friedrich EngeJs and
August Babe1.S
The year 1975 saw the sudden development of a whole spate of
feminist activities in Maharashtra. This has been seen by some
feminists as the result of the United Nations’ declaration of 1975
as International Women’s Year. Perhaps the declaraeion did provide
a focus for activities centering on women. But it seems likely that
these activitieswould have taken place even without the declaration;
for an interest in women’s problems had been developing in
Maharashtra since the early 197Os, as we have seen through the
Shahada and anti-price rise agitations. Influenced by the POW,
Maoist women in, Pune formed the Purogami Stree Sangathaha
(Progressive Women’s Organization), and Maoist women in
Bombay formed the Stree Mukti Sangathana (Women’s Liberation
Organization). March 8, InternationalWomen’s Day, was celebrated
for the first time in India by both party-based and autonomous .
organizations in Maharashtra; the Lal Nishan (Red Flag) Party
commemorated it with a special issue of the party paper. In August,
the Marathi socialist magazine Sadhana brought out a special
women’s issue; in September dalits and socialists organized a
conference of dcvadasis (literally, servants of the gods; or temple
prostitutes); and in October a number of organizations that had
developed out of the Maoist movement, such as the La Nishan
Party and the Shramik Sangathana, organized a ‘United Women’s
Liberation Struggle’conferencein Pune. It was attended by women
from all over Maharashtra, including some from Ieft-winEpolitifGa
parties such as the CDI-M,the Socialists, and the Repu icans
Especially interesting was the connection now being made
between the anticaste dalit movement and feminism. The dalits,
classified as untouchable under the Hindu caste system for their
association with such polluting tasks as curing leather or clearing
excreta, had a long history of anticaste protest in Maharashtra. In
the late nineteenth century, under the leadership of Jyotiba Phule,
Gail Ornvedt, U% WflSmarhTA,+&son, London: Zed Books, 1980,Appendix 11.
Omvedt, ‘Women and Rural Revolt’.

dalits had also espoused women’s rights to education, against
purdah, and for widow remarriage. Janwedana a dalit Marathi
newspaper, brought out a special women’s issue entitled ‘In the
’ Third World Women Hold Up Half the Sky,’ a slogan borrowed
from the Chinese Revolution to make clear its departure from First
World feminism; some months later women from the dalit
movement formed an intriguing new group called the Mahila Samta
Sainik Dal (League of Women Soldiers for Equality). The name
itself, which stressed equality and conjured up images of a women’s
crusade, drew on the Black movement in the United States, and
the Days manifesto claimed African-American activist Angela
Davis as a sister. Both the Dal and POW emphasized women’s
oppression; the Dal additionally emphasized the oppressive character
of religion and the caste system.’
The declaration of a state of emergency in 1975 by Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi interrupted the development of the
fledgling women’s movement. Many political organizations were
driven underground, thousands of activistswere arrested, and most
who remained at liberty focused on civil rights, such as freedom of
speech and association,the right to protest, and the rights of political
prisoners. The lifting of the emergency in 1977 and the formation
of the Janata government in 1978 led to a renewal of some of the
earlier movements. Women’s groups were formed all over the
country but mainly in the major cities.

Early Feminist Campaigns
The distinguishing features of the new women’s groups were that
they declared themselves to be ‘feminist‘despite the fact that most
of their members were drawn from the Lefi, which saw feminism
as bourgeois and divisive; that they insisted on being autonomous
even though most of their members were affiliated to other political
groups, generallyof the far Lefi; and that they rapidly built networks
amon one another, ideological differences notwithstanding. All
three eatures were, however, defined and in certain ways limited
by the history of these groups, whose first years were spent mainly
in attempts ar self-definition. The fact that mo5t of their member5
were drawn from the far Left and belonged to the urban,educated
middle class influenced the feminist movement of the late 1970s
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and early 1980s in complex ways. For example, one of the main
questions that feminists raised in the late 1970s was, how could
women be organized and represented? While there was a general
agreement that it was not the role of feminist groups to organize or
represent women, there was considerable disagreement
was so. For some, feminist groups were in essence urban
class and so could neither represent Indian women as a whole nor
organize them; others believed that, although autonomy was
necessary for the development of feminist theory, in practice it
would divide existing organizations and movements, The role of
feminist groups, therefore, was to raise feminist issues in mass
organizations such as trade unions or Risan samitis (peasant
committees), which would then be in a position to organize and
represent women as well as men. Yet others believed that once a
women’s movement began, it would naturally spread and grow in
multiple ways, creating its own organizations and re resentatives,
and so it was superfluous for feminist groups to de ate whether
they should organize and represent women.
Many groups opted for autonomy, which they defined as
separate, women-only groups without any party affiliation or
conventional organizational structure, which they considered
hierarchical, self-interested, arid competitive. By contrast, the
women’s groups that were formed in the late 1970s were loosely
organized and without formal structures or funds. The only partybased women’s organization to be formed in the late 1370s was the
Mahila Dakshata Samiti (Women’s Self-Development
Organization), which was founded in 1977 by socialist women in
the coalition Janata Party.
While there was therefore a feminist critique of party politics,
the terms of criticism varied widely: Some feminists were critical
of parry practices but believed that parties could enact valuable
reform and fulfil1feminist aims; others were critical of entrenched
political parties, and yet others argued that political panies, even
of the Left,were so centralized that they would never fbKll feminist
aims. Meanwhile, the influence of feminist ideas was growing,
Though the feminist campaigns in the late 1970s and early 1980s
were dominated by the new ciry-based groups, a similar growth of
feminist consciousness had taken place in certain rural movements.
The 1950s sharecroppers’ movement in the Telengana area of
Andhra Pradesh was again renewed in the late 1970s, and the area
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was declared a ‘disturbed zone’ by the government. In Telenganis
Karimnagar district, where women had been especially active in
the landless labourers’ movement from the 1960s on, the new wave
of agitation began with a campaign against the kidnapping of a
woman called Devamma, and the murder of her husband, by a
local landlord. According to the Stree Shakti Sanghatana formed
in the late 1970s in Hyderabad, the demand for independent
women’s organizations came from the women themselves, who
raised the issues of wife beating and landlord rape through the
mahila mzghams (women’scommittees).*
At around the same time, in the Bodhgaya district of Bihar
feminist issues were raised by women in the socialist students’
organization, the Chhatra Yuva Sangharsh Vahini (Young Students’
Struggle Organization), which was involved in an agricultural
laborers’ movement for land reclamation from the temple priest
who owned most of the land in the area. As in the Shahada and
Telengana movements, women were active in the struggle, and in
1979 a women’s camp in Bodhgaya decided that Vahini campaigns
to reclaim plots of land would demand that plots be registered in
the names of men and women.

The Movement Against Dowry
The first campaigns of the contemporary Indian feminist movement
were against dowry and rape. Protesrs against dowry were first
organized by the Progressive Organization of Women in Hyderabad
in 1975.9Although some of the demonstrations numbered as many
as kvo thousand people, the protests did not grow into a full-fledged
campaign because of the im osition of the emergency, which drove
most activists undergroundq After the lifting of the emergency, a
new movement against dowry started in Delhi. This time it was
against violence inflicted upon women for dowries, especially
against murder and abetment to suicide. There have since been
protests against dowry harassment and murder in several parts of
Stree Shakti Sangathana, ‘The War Against Rape’, in Miranda Davies (ed.),

Third WorM, Second Srx, London: Zed Books, 1984, p. 20 1.
Dowry is the sum of money as well as otha items (jewellery, furniture, car,
other consumer durables) given by the bride’s family to the groom’s family at the
time of marriage. Dowry is practised mainly by Hindus of all classes but has
increased most significantly in recent years among the urban middle classes. At
the same time, the size of dowries has increased, as well as the practice of the
groom’s family demanding additional dowry after the marriage.
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India, but Delhi has remained the site of sustained agitation against
dowry and dowry-related crimes, largely because it seems to h v e
the highest number of murders of women for dowry in the country.
Although the Mahila Dakshata Samiti was the first women’s
organization in Delhi’s contemporary feminist movement to take
up the issue of dowry and dowry harassment, it was Stri Sangharsh,
a fledgling feminist group founded in 1979, that drew public
attention to dowry-related crimes. O n 1June 1979, Stri Sangharsh
organized a demonstration against the death of Tanindet Kaur, a
young woman from Delhi who had left a deathbed statement saying
that her in-laws had killed her because her parents could not fulfil1
the in-laws’ ever-increasing demands. The demonstration was
widely reported by the national press, and in the n w few weeks
there was a spate of demonstrations against dowry deaths, one of
the biggest ones led by the Nari Raksha Samiti (Women’s Rescue
Committee) on 12 June through the alleys of old Delhi, Each
demonstration was headline news, and a public debate on dowry
and dowry-related crimes began.
Until this time women’s deaths by fire (women doused with
kerosene and set on fire, often by the in-laws and husband) had
been termed suicide, and even these suicides were rarely seen as
being due to dowry harassment. No one (including the police)
had ever bothered to investigate them or even categorize them.
And mostly they had been passed off as private affairs that took
place within the family and were of no concern to the state. Within
weeks, however, feminists reversed the indifference of decades,
linking death by fire with dowry harassment and showing that
many oficial suicides were in fact murders. Feminists recorded
the last words of the dying woman, took family testimony, and
encouraged friends and neighbours to come forward with their
evidence. As a result, many families began to lodge complaints
with the police against the harassment of their daughters by the
in-laws for more dowry.
Campaigns against dowry deaths now began to be taken up by
neighbourhood groups, teachers‘ associations, and trade unions.
Within feminist groups a series of strategieswas devised to enhance
public awareness of the problems associated with dowry: Stri
Sangharsh produced a street play, Om Swaha (priests’ incantation
around the ritual wedding h e ) , that attracted large crowds all over
the city and continues to be performed by different groups today;
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Manirshi, a Delhi-based feminist magazine, organized a series of
public meetings at which people pledged neither to take nor giGe
dowry.
In 1980, a year after the antidowry agitation began, the
government passed a law against dowry- related crimes that
recognized abetment to suicide because of dowry demands as a
special crime and made mandatory a police investigation into the
death of any woman within five years of marriage. However, the
law was a considerable disappointment to feminists. Although it
acknowledged that dowry harassment could be construed as
abetment, it did not speciQ the kinds of evidence that could be
used to prove harassment, nor did it make abetment a cognizable
offence. And though the law was passed in 1980, the first positive
judgment under it did not occur until 1982, when a Delhi Sessions
Court magistrate found two people guilty of dowry murder and
sentenced them to death. The judgment was reversed by the Delhi
High Court in early 1983. Women’s groups from the party-affiliated
Left and autonomous groups protested and were held for contempt
of court. In 1985, the Supreme Court upheld the verdict but
converted the sentence to life imprisonment. Moreover, the storm
that women’s. groups raised in 1983 had some indirect effect: In
December 1983 the Criminal Law (Second Amendment) Act was
passed, which made cruelty to a wife a cognizable, non-bailable
offence punishable by up to three years’ imprisonment and fine;
the act also redefined cruelty to include mental as well as physical
harassment. In addition, Secrion 1 13-A of the Evidence Act was
amended so that the court could draw an inference of abetment to
suicide. Technically this shifted the burden of proof and thus
lessened the burden upon the complainant. Finally, the act amended
Section 174 of the Criminal Procedure Code, requiring a
postmortem examination of the body of a woman who died within
seven years of marriage.
In practice most of these amendments do not make it much
easier to secure convictions for dowry death. Hearsay evidence has
to be overwhelming for an Indian court to convict, as people will
say anything to gain a point, even before a court of law. Traditionally
most women are raised with the belief that after marriage they
have no source of support-including livelihood-other than their
in-laws. So the women themselves are loath to bring charges of
harassment. Similarly,postmortem examinations do not necessariiy
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give evidence of murder. As most dowry deaths are the result of
burns, generally with kerosene, it is difficult to prove that they
resulted from murder, which is why so many dowry deaths were
put down to stove accidents before women’s groups began to argue
otherwise.
Overall the agitation against dowry-rclitcd criincs Icd fcminisrs
10 varying conclusions. On the one hand, they discovered they
could get massive public support for campaigns against certain
kinds of crimes against women, such as dowry-related murder. O n
the other hand, they found how diFficult it was to work with the
law against such crimes. This latter experience was repeated in regard
to rape.

The Agitation Against Rape
Beginning just a few months after the campaign against dowryrelated crimes, the agitation against rape started with campaigns
against police rape. The scale and frequency of police rape are quite
startling in India: Police records themselves show that the number
of rapes by government servants in rural and tribal areas exceeds
one a day.10 This figure vastly understates the actual number of
such rapes, for it does not cover incidents of mass rape by the
police (i.e. the rape of groups of women by groups ofpolieemen,
generally as a reprisal to subaltern movements for redress in rural
areas); even in the case of individual or gang rape, the figure cannot
cover unreported incidents, which are likely to be at least as
numerous as reported ones.
When the new feminist groups were formed in the late 1970s,
they were already familiar with the categories of police and landlord
rape, for both, especially the former, had been addressed by the
Maoist movement. Moreover, the issue of police rape achieved new
significance in 1978, just as feminist groups were in the process of
formation, through an incident in Hyderabad where a woman called
Rameeza Bee was raped by several policemen, and her husband, a
rickshaw puller, was murdered when he protested his wife’s rape. A
popular uprising ensued: Twenty-two thousand people went to
the police station, laid the man’s dead body in the station veranda,
Figures of reported rapes in India, year by year, areprovided by the Bureau of
Police Research and Development in Delhi. Evidence for the statements made
here is in the bureau’s report in the Times ofindia, Statesman, Indian &press, and
Patriot, 2-1 2 April 1978.
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set up roadblocks, cut the telephone wires, stoned the building,
and set fire to some bicycles in the compound. The army had to be
called in, and the uprising was quieted only after the state
government had been dismissed and a commission of inquiry into
the rape and the murder had been appointed.’ *
In 1979, there were women’s demonstrations against incidents
of policc and Inndlord/cniploycr r;ipc in n w i y p r t s of thc cotinrry.
Campaigns against these incidents, however, remained isolated from
each other until 1980, when an open letter by four senior lawyers
against a judgment in a case of police rape in Maharashtra sparked
off a campaign by feminist groups. Known as the Mathura rape
case, the incident had occurred several years earlier, when a sixteenor seventeen-year-old girl, Mathura, was raped by local policemen.
Under pressure from her family and the villagers, a case was
registered against the policemen, who were acquitted at the Sessions
Court, convicted on appeal at the High Court, and later acquitted
by the Supreme Court. The defence argument for the policemen
was that Mathura had a boyfriend and was thus a loose woman
who could not by definition be raped. The open letter was in protest
at the Supreme Court‘s acceptance of this argument.
The campaign against rape marked a new stage in the development of feminism in India. The networks that had begun to form in
1978-9 were now consolidated and expanded and used to coordinate action. Finding this letter in the left-wing journal Mainstream,
the Bombay feminist group Forum Against Rape (FAR,which is
now called the Forum Against Oppression of Women) decided in
February 1980 to campaign for the reopening of the case and wrote
to feminist groups across the country to propose that demonstrations be held on International Women’s Day (8 March) to demand
a retrial. In effect, this was the first time that feminist groups coordinated a national campaign. Groups in seven cities responded to the
F A R letter and organized demonstrations on 8 March demanding a
retrial of the Mathura case, the implementation of relevant sections
of rhe Indian Penal Code, and changes in the rape law In borh
Bombay and Delhi, joint action committees were formed of fiminist groups and Socialist and Communist Party affiliates to coordinate the campaign.
l 1 This account compiled From reports in the Times gZndia, Stateman, Zndian
fijress, and Pfitriot, 2-12 April 1978.
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Meanwhile, protests against police rape were reported from all
over the country, only some of which were organized by feminists.
As in the agitation against dowry, the first protests against police
rape sparked off a series of protests by neighbourhood and trade
union-based groups in different parts of the country. The kind of
press coverage that was now given to incidents of police rape and
protests against them encouraged nation4 parties to use the issue
as a political lever against their rivals. When in June 1980 policemen
arrested a woman called MayaTyagi in the small town of Baghpat
in Haryana state, stripped her naked, raped her, and paraded her
through the streets, the incident aroused such furore from women’s
organizations and political parties that Home Minister Zail Singh
went to Baghpat with ten women MPs and ordered a judicial
inquiry into the incident. While they were in Baghpat, the Lok
Dal, an opposition political party, staged a noisy demonstration
(according to the newspapers) against the incident, claiming it
underlined Congress misrule. Roughly a week later, Parliament
debated the large-scale increase in the incidents of rape and atrocities.
against women, and several MPs used the issue to demand the
resignation of the home minister and suggested that the death
penalty he introduced to punish rapists.
Within months of the agitation, the government introduced a
bill defining the categories of custodial rape and specifying a
mandatory punishment often ytars’ imprisonment, in camwa trials,
and a shift of the onus of proof onto the accused. The clause over
which controversy raged was the burden of proof clause, which
said that if the women could prove intercourse with the accused at
the time and place she alleged, and if it had been forced U on her,
then the accused would be presumed guilty until he cou d prove
otherwise. Immediately there arose the cry that this violated the
legal principle that a man was innocent until proved guilty, and
the papers were full of articles vehemently protesting the clause,
some of which exclaimed that this paved the way for every
revengeful woman to frame innocent men.
The government had taken the wind out of feminists’ sails by
responding to their demands with such a radical piece of legislation.
But this was only one of the reasons the agitation faded so rapidly.
The highly publicized nature of the campaign and the speed with
which rape was used by mainstream political parties in a welter of
accusation and counteraccusation placed feminists in the invidious
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position of having to rescue the issue from political opportunists.
Moreover, the nature of the issue, the kind of social sanction
accorded to rape, and the problem of acquiring medical evidence
to prove it in a country where only the big cities are technically
equipped to provide such evidenceconstituted formidable obstacles.
Indeed, a 1988 Supreme Court judgment in another case of
custodial rape, the Suman Rani case, showed how clauses in the
law that were intended to ensure fairness allowed scope for
interpretations that ran contrary to the purpose of the law. The
sentence against Suman Rani’s rapists was reduced because of the
supposed conduct of the victim-in this case the fact that she had
had a lover was held to militate against the crime of the rapist.
This issue of conduct was especially important given the
circumstances under which much urban custodial rape takes place.
In Delhi, for example, the People’s Union of Democratic Rights
discovered that in several cases the victims had run way from home
with the men thcy loved ag“inst their families’ wishes; then the,
police had tracked them down in cities to which they had fled and
used their ‘runaway’ status as a reason to separate them from their
partners and rape rhem.12
The Supreme Court judgment was a staggering setback for the
feminist movement, which in 1980 had appeared to have at least
partially gained its point that character and conduct should be
deemed irrelevant. Feminists riacted with a storm of protest. The
National Front government responded promptly with the promise
of yet another amendment of the rape law, this time concerning
the rules of evidence. But the key question, of implementation
and interpreration of the law, remained open.
However, the judgment also led to a renewed debate on the
definition of rape in which feminists stressed that the technical
deninirion of rape obscured the fact that it was an act of violence
because the definition treated forcible penetration by anything other
than a penis as ‘molestation’ and applied a similar distinction to
forcible penetration of any organ other than the vagina (except for
anal rape, which it deemed an ‘unnatural act‘). Molestation, in
fact, was much more common than rape according to police reports,
but was generally regarded benignly as ‘Eve-teasing and rarely
punished.
l2 People’s Union for Democratic Rights, Custodial Rnpe, Delhi: People’s Union
for Democratic Rights, March 1990.
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early years of the contemporary Indian women’s
movement taught women’s groups a series of lessons, of which the
foremost was that there was considerable public support-from
men as well as women-for campaigns against gender oppression.
In effect, a handful of feminists discovered that they could garner
public support and influence policy even though their numbers
were small and their groups weak. However, this discovery did not
bring unmixed pleasure, for it also entailed having to deal with the
political exploitation of feminist campaigns, as in the movement
against rape.

Growth and Maturing of the Movement
The mixed experiences of the campaigns against rape and dowry
led many feminists to question their methods and tactics. The
discovery that there was little and faulty connection between the
enactment and the implementation of laws left many feeling rather
bitter that the government had easily sidetracked their demands
by enacting legislation. This gave rise to further questions about
the efficacy of basing campaigns around demands for changes in
the law and, by extension, around demands for action from the
state. O n the one hand, this uestioning strengthened decisions to
take up individual cases and ollow them through the intricacies of
the courts, no matter how long it took. O n the other hand, feminists
began to move away from their earlier methods of agitation, such
as public campaigns, demonstrations, and street theatre, feeling
that these had limited meaning unless accompanied by attempts
to develop structures to aid and support individual women. In the
early I980s,women’s centres were formed in several cities. These
centres provided a mixture of legal aid, health care, and counselling;
one or two of them also tried to provide employment, but they
foundered for lack of sufficient resources.
Though centres to provide women with aid, counselling, health
care and employment had existed from the early twentieth century
on, these new centres were different in several important ways.
First, most of the earlier centres had concentrated on one or two
issues, whereas the new ones attempted to provide help on a range
of interrelated issues. Second, the earlier centres had had a social
welfare ideology, whereas the new ones were explicitly feminist.
For example, earlier centres providing health care had Concentrated
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contrast,
on maternity and child welfare alone.’rhe new centres,in
‘
took a more holistic view, looking at how women treated their
own bodies.
Third, the new centres represented an effort to put feminist
concepts of sisterhood into practice as well as to redefine these
concepts by basing them on traditionally accepted structures of
friendship among women. In both Delhi and Kanpur, for example,
the names of the centres symbolized moves to locate notions of
sisterhood in a specificallyIndian context. Both chose to focus on
and thereby reinterpret the traditional concept of a girlfriend; in
Delhi, the name chosen was Saheli (Female Friend) and in Kanpur,
Sakhi Kendra (Centre for Women Friends). Saheli, with its
association of playfulness, was chosen by the Delhi feminists who
set up the centre to signify that they were concerned not only with
helping women in distress but also with sharing moments of play
and pleasure, The centrc’s faunders wished to give due weight to
the positive aspects of women’s lives, particularly their forms of
celebration and creativity. This led Saheli to host a 1983 workshop
for feminists from all over India at which there were sessions on
song, dance, drama, and painting.
Attempts to appropriate symbols of women’s power grew in
the 1980s through reinterpreting myths, epics, and folktales and
unearthing historical forms af women’s resistance in India. To some
extent an interest in tradition had been present in the Indian
feminist movement since the 1970s.The street plays O m Swuha
and MulgiZali Hu (A Girl is Born, performed in Bombay in 197980) had both used traditional songs and dances; many exhibitions
mounted by feminists had similarly used traditional images. At
that stage, however, the main effort was to detail traditional forms
of women’s subordination in India, from birth to puberty, marriage,
maternity, work, old age, and death. In the 198Os, the emphasis
changed to looking for traditional sources of women’s strength
rather than simply suffering. For some, this consisted of idenrifjing
images of women warriors to be used as a battle cry for latter-day
women and to appreciate and recast kali, the all-powerful mother
goddess, in a feminist mould.
If the interest in tradition led some feminists to reinterpret
images, others were more interested in defining the ways in which
ordinary women used the spaces traditionally accorded them to
negotiate with their husbands, families, and communities. Special
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attention was now paid, for example, to the way in which women
appropriated specific religious practices such as spirit possession,
simulating possession by the dcvi (goddess), particularly during
pregnancy, to wrest concessions from their husband or families
that would otherwise have been impossible. Accounts now began
to circulate of women who had simulated possession to reform
alcoholic husbands or get money for household expenses, and this
tactic began to be highlighted as a means of gaining power.
The search for historical examples of women’s resistance led
feminists to scrutinize the distant and immediate past, to look at
the role women played in broader movements for social
transformation, and to reclaim some of the movements predating
contemporary feminism. One example was the Chipko movement
against deforestation in the northern Indian mountain tracts.
Beginning in the mid-l970s, Chipko (literally, cling to) was a
movement to prevent forest destruction by timber contractors and
was carried forward largely by women, who were traditionally
responsible for fuel, food, and water in the family. There was little
or no discussion of it as a women’s movement until the early 1980s,
when feminists began to celebrate it as a mass women’s movement
and theories of women’s special relation to their environment began
to be advanced.l 3 A new awareness of women’s role and problems
developed within the movement, and the hitherto defunct
government-sponsored village- and district-level mahilrt mandals
were revitalized.
By the early 1980s, feminism had branched into a series of
activities ranging from the production of literature and audiovisual
material to slum-improvement work, employment-generating
schemes, health education, and trade unions. New attempts to
organize women workers’ unions were made. Int
attempts focused largely on the unorganized sector,
done; unlike SEWA, however, they grew out of
improvement in living conditions. By this st
movement had diversified from issue-based groups into distinct
organizational identities. The first professions to feel the influence
of feminism were journalism, academia, and medicine. Soon after
the feminist movement began, most of the major English-language
l 3 A classic examplc is Vandana Shiva, StnyingAlive:‘Wmm,Ecolo nnASiirvivnl
in India, Delhi: Kali for Women, 1988. (An extract from the boo#s included in

this volume).
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dailies had deputed one or more women journalists to write
exclusivelyon feminist issues, and a network of women journalists
evolved. In Bombay, this network was formalized into a women
journalists’ group in the mid-l980s, with the purpose of lobbying
for better reporting on women’s issues, such as dowry, rape, and
widow immolation. Feminism thus had a much wider audience
than before.
Women’s studies took offin the 1980s, initially under the aegis
of independent research institutes such as the Centre for Women’s
Development Studies (CWDS) in Delhi, though an attempt to
Fund research at the university level was made by the S.N. Damodar
Thackersay (SNDT) Women’s University in Bombay, which set
up a women’s research unit. The SNDT and CWDS began to
jointly host annual national women’s studies conferences, and
interest in women’s studies grew so rapidly that today the University
Grants Commission, a central government body, plans to set up
women’s studies courses at the college level.
While the influence of feminism in medicine has been less
effective than in journalism or academics, the connection berween
theory and activity has been closer here than in the other two. For
example, radical medical organizations such as the Voluntary Health
Association of India and the Medico Friends’ Circle have worked
closely with women’s organizations in campaigns against harmful
pregnancy testing and contraceptive drugs such as Net-en and
Depo-Provera, which transnationals have dumped in developing
countries such as India. Because of this close cooperation, feminists
have been able to generate much more detailed information on
issues of health (such as the effects of Net-en and Depo-Provera
and the alternatives to them) than on most other issues. And though
feminists have been unable to eliminate some of the more glaring
abuses of medicine, such as the use of amniocentesisto abort female
fetuses, the connection between radical doctors and feminist groups
has allowed them to use a wider range of tactics than in other
campaigns. For example, in the campaign against the widespread
use of abortifacient drugs for pregnancy testing, doctors’ groups
and women’s groups were able to jointly argue their case before the
government-appointed drug controller in 19867 and to pressure
him into holding hearings about these drugs all over the country.
They were also able to produce lists ofdoctors and medical centres
that prescribed these drugs without warning patients of the side
effects, which include damage to the fetus.
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During the same period, the fnr Right bcgm to organize its
own bases among women. l h e Maharashtra-based Hindu
chauvinist Shiv Sena (Shiva’s Army) activated its wom
engage in anti-Muslim propaganda. Interestingly,its main argument
was one advanced in the nineteenth century that had had enduring
success in India: that the Muslim rate of reproduction is so prolific
that it will outstrip that of Hindus.
An even more worrying development took place between 1982
and 1983 in Delhi, Rajasthan, and parts of Bengal, where aaempts
were made to revive sati, the practice of immolatingwidows on their
husbands’ funeral pyres. Under the aegis of the Rani Sati Sarva Sangh
(an organization to promote sati), feminist discourse was used to
propagate a cult of widow immolation. Women’s demonstrations
were organized in various parrs of the country to demand womcn’s
‘right‘to commit sati. In Delhi, feminists decided to hold a counter
demonstration along the route of a pro-sati procession.This was the
first time that feminists were forced to confront a group of hostile
women, which was in itselfso shocking that it took the heart out of
the counterdemonstration. Most distressing of all, however, was the
way in which the processionists appropriated the language of rights,
stating that they should have the right, as Hindus and as women, to
commit, worship, and propagate sati. At the same .time, they also
appropriated feminist slogans on women’s militancy, for example,
‘HarmBharat ki nurihain, phoolnahin, rhingari hain’ We, the women
of India, are not flowers but fiery sparks).The feministswho attended
that demonstration experienced a humiliating sense of loss on
discovering that their own words could be so readily used against
them. 14
The early 1980s witnessed a series ofcountermovements against
feminist ideas by seuions of traditionalist society. The rise of these
countermovements was partly related to the spread of feminism
and the influence it was beginning to have on women’s attitudes,
especially within the family. The kind of support that women’s
centres gave women who were being harassed for dowry or forced
into arranged marriages, for example, provoked a considerable
degree of public and private hostility, and feminists began to face
attacks from irate families in person and through the police and
the courts. However, where earlier such attacks would have led to
l4 This experience was recounted to me by Nandita Haksar and Sheba Chhachi,
December 1983.
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a wave ofsympathy for the feminists, from the mid-1980s on they
were accompanied by a public, and increasingly sophisticated,
of this criticism took place in a context

Challenges to the Movement
The issue of personal, or religion-based and differentiated family
law became especially controversial for feminists in 1985 in what is
now referred to as the Shah Ban0 case. In India, persona law falls
under the purview of religion, though individuals can choose secular
alternatives. This choice is, however, circumscribed: A woman
married under Muslim or Hindu law, for example, cannot seek
divorce or alimony under secular law; she has to abide by what is
offered by the religious laws by which she was married. Neither
Muslim nor Hindu personal law entitles a woman to alimony. Under
Muslim law she is entitled to the return of her engagement gifi
(mchcr); under Hindu law she is theoretically entitled to the gifts
that went with her at marriage fitridban). Finding an abnormal
number of destitute divorced women in India, the British colonial
government passed a law under the Criminal Procedure Code
(Section 125) entitling destitute divorced women to maintenance
by their husbands. It was Section 125, which remains io Indian
criminal law, that was at issue in the Shah Ban0 case.
Shah Ban0 was a seventy-five-year-old woman who had been
abandoned by her husband and had filed for maintenance under
Section 125. While her claim was being considered, her husband
divorced her, using the triple talaq.15 The Supreme Court, in its
judgment, upheld Shah Bano’s right to maintenance from her
husband under both Section 125 and Muslim personal law.“ it
l 5 One of several methods of divorce permitted by Islam, the triple taLq is rhe
easiest. requiring only that the husband say ‘I divorce you’ thrice.
l6 In upholding her right to maintenance under Muslim personal law. the
Supreme Court referred to W O verses from the Koran that had been cited by
Shah Bano’s counsel, Daniel Latifi:
Ayat 241
English uersion
Wali’I motallaqatay
For divorced women
Maintenance ~ h o u l dbe providea’)
Mata un
On
Thisaisreasonable
a duty (Icak)
Bil maroofay
Haqqhan
On the righteoiis
Alal murtaqeena
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asserted that Section 125 transcended personal Jaw. The court was
critical of the way women had traditionaIIy been subjected to unjust
treatment, citing statements by both Manu, the Hindu lawmaker,
and the Prophet as examples of traditional injustice. And the court
urged the government to frame a common civil code because the
constitutional promise of a common or uniform civil code would
be realized only at the government‘s initiative.
The judgment was widely criticized by feminists,” liberals, and
secularists as well as by Muslim religious leaders for what were
held to be unduly weighted critical comments on Muslim personal
law. The ulema (scholar-priests) issued a fatwa (procIamation)
that the judgment violated the teachings of Islam. Wide publicity
was given to the fatwa, and within a few months the whole issue
took the form of a communal agitation claiming that Islam was in
danger. One hundred thousand people demonstrated against the
judgment in Bombay and at least as many in Bhopal, both cities
with large Muslim populations. Supporters of the judgment were
threatened, stoned, and beaten up.
Demands began for legislative action against Section 125. In
August 1985, a Muslim League MP, G. M. Bananvala, offered a
bill in Parliament seeking to exclude Muslim women from the
purview of Section 125. Though the tuling Congress Party o posed
the bill, as Muslim public protest against the Shah Ban0 ju gment
mounted, the party began to backtrack. To understand why the
issue became so heated, one has to look at the context, In October
1984, the Vishwa Hindu Parishad (World Hindu Organization)
launched an agitation demanding that a shrine in the precincts of
Muslim mosque, the Babri Masjid, in Ayodhya be declared the
birthplace of the god Ram and a temple be built on the spot. The
VHP led demonstrations all over the country between 1384 and
1985, drawing as many as two hundred thousand people. The Babri
Masjid issue and the Shah Ban0 case began to be linked as
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Ayat 242
Kazaleki yuba
Iyyanullaho
Lakurn ayatehee Ia

Allakurn

Thtrs dotb God
Make ckar His S i p

Taqeloon
Toyou: in order thtyarr may u d r m n d
See, for example, Madhu Kishwar, ‘Pro-Women or Anti-Muslim?:The Shah
Ban0 Controversy’, Manwbi 6,No. 2, January-February 1986

*’

representing a Hindu communal onslaught on Muslims. The threat

of Hindu communalism appeared especialy strong in the wake of
the November 1984 riots against Sikhs following the assassination
of fndira Gandhi.’*
In the 1985 state elections, the Congress lost in a number of
Muslim constituencies. Alarmed by this, it announced that the
government would consider a bill along the lines of Banatwala’s
bill, and in 1986 the Muslim Women’s (Protection of Rights on
Divorce) Bill was enacted. At the same time, the government let a
local magistrate’s judgment that the shrine in the Babri Masjid be
given over to Hindus go unchallenged.
For feminists, the agitation around Muslim women’s rights
to maintenance consisted of a series of bitter lessons. They
discovered the ease with which a ‘community in danger‘ resorts
to fundamentalist assertions, among which control over women
is one of the first. Feminists also confronted the ability of the
Indian state to accommodate the reactionary elements of both
communities--on the one hand by taking no action against the
Vishwa Hindu Parishad agitation and on the other, allowing
personal law to cut into the application of uniform laws such as
Section 125.
At the same time, the agitation posed certain issues that were
to became increasingly important for feminists in the years to
hltow, There were the questions of secularism; its definition and
practice, particularly by the state; and its relation to religious
freedom. By and large, opponents of the Muslim Women’s Bill
espoused a classic liberal democratic view of secularism as a system
that separated religion from politics, that disallowed religious
definition of the rights of the individual, and that allowed freedom
of religious practice only insofar as it did not curb the rights of the
individual. A 1986 petition against the bill jointly organized by
feminists, social reformers, and Far Left groups, for example, argued
that all personal laws ‘have meant inequality and subordinate status
for women in relation to men’ and that therefore religion ‘should
only govern the relationship between a human being and god, and
should not govern the relationship between man and man or man
and woman.’
As against this, the government definition of secularism appeared
See ‘The Muslims: A Community in Turmoil’, India Tohj 31 January I386
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to be radically different. According to Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi,
‘secularism is the right of every religion to co-exist with another
religion. We acknowledge this by allowing every religion to have
its own secular laws.’l9 This statement seemed to imply that
personal laws were defined as secular-presumably on the grounds
that as religion in this instance defined the relationships between
human beings rather than between humans and god, it was on
‘secular’ terrain. Religion, then, could formulate secularism.
Another implication of this statement was that all religions had
the right to representation within the law and the right to make
their own laws. While to a certain extent these rights were not
new, the supremacy they accorded to personal law reaffirmed the
colonial codification of religion-based family laws and ran counter
to the constitutional promises of offering alternatives to personal
laws and moving toward uniform rights.
So much pressure was put on Shah Ban0 that she gave up the
right she had long fought for, abjuring the maintenance the court
had accorded her. As in the agitation against rape, the problems
and needs of women were soon submerged by the discourse of
‘community’. Even worse, in this agitation, setting a trend for others
to follow, the individual woman was smothered by a newly
constructed symbol ofwoman, the ‘real woman’ who followed men
in demonstrations organized by Muslim religious leaders, who
signed petitions against Shah Bano, who abhorred claims for
maintenance because they were against her religion, and who saw
feminists as unnatural creatures attempting to wrest her identity
from her. This positing of the real woman in opposition to the
feminist began to be widely made for the first time in the history
of the contemporary women’s movement in the mid-1980~~
and it
is revealing that this symbol arose in the course of communalfundamentalist self-assertion. In the 1987-8 agitation around sati
that followed on the heels of the Muslim Womenys Bill agitation,
the issues of secularism, religious representation, the Indian nationstate, and the symbol of the real woman were expanded even fi.uther.
In September 1987, an incident of sati in the village of Deorala
in Rajasthan sparked off a campaign that gave rise to a furious
debate that spanned not only the rights and. wrongs of Hindu
women but also questions of religious identity, communal
l9

Quoted in a hrochure for the film In Seculnr India, by Mcdiastorm.

autonomy, and the role of the law and the state in a society as
complex and as diverse as India. Within a couple of weeks of the
incident of sati, several articles appeared that engaged in a polemic
against Indian feminists, accusing them of being agents of
modernity who were attempting to impose crass, selfish, marketdominated views on a society that had once given noble, spiritud
women the respect they deserved.20Thesemarket-dominated views
of equality and liberty were portrayed as being drawn from the
West, so Indian feminists stood accused of being Westernists,
colonialists, cultural imperialists, and, indirectly, supporters of
capitalist ideology.
Given that there has been, on average, only one reported sati a
year in post-independence India, the extraordinary debate that the
1987 sati incident aroused was puzzling. In a way it can be
understood only as part of a process of political reorganization in
which the death of h o p Kanwar, the girl who was immolated,
became the symbol of Rajput identity politics. In contrast to some
of the other areas in which sati had been attempted, Deorala was a
relatively highly developed village. The family was well off. Roop
Kanwar’s father-in-law was headmaster of a district school, while
she herselfwas a graduate. A Rajput family, the Kanwars had links
with influential Rajputs and mainstream state-level politicians.
Roop Kanwar had been married only a short while before her
husband died. When her marital family decided that she would
become a sati, the event was announced in advance because sati is
always a public spectacle. Yet her natal family was not informed.
Evidence pointed to murder: Some of her neighbours said that she
had run away and tried to hide in a barn before the ceremony but
was dragged out, dru ed, dressed in her bridal finery, and put on
the pyre, with logs an coconuts heaped upon her. The pyre itself
was lit by her brother-in-Iaw.21 Reports indicated that the local
authorities knew of the planned sati, yet their only action was to
dispatch a police jeep, which was overturned on its way to the site.
Following this debacle, three more days elapsed before a government
representative visited Deorala.22

7

2o These artides appeared first in

the Delhi-based Hindi- and English-language
national dailies/an Satta, ‘Banwar?, 29 Seprember 1987, Indian Erprefs,Ashis
‘Nandy, 10 May 1987, and Smtcsman, Patrick D. Harrigan, 22 May 1987.
21 Statesman, 18-20 September 1987.
22 Kmcr ofhdiu, 17 September 1987.
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Immediately after the immolation, the site became a popular
pilgrimage spot, and a number of stallssprang up spelling auspicious
offerings, mementos, and audiocassettes of devotional songs. Her
father-in-law, prominent men from the village, and members of a
newly formed organization, the Sati Dharm Raksha Samiti
(Organization for the Defence of the Religious-Ethical Ideal of
Sati), together formed a trust to run the site and collect donations.
Within some three weeks the trust had collected around Rs 50
lakhs (close to $2OO,OOO).*3 The leaders of the Samiti were urban
professionals or businessmen from landowning families whose
sphere of influence extended over both rural and urban areas. Their
propaganda was illuminating. Policy-markers and the intelligentsia
argued that a representative state should recognize and kgitimate
Rajputs‘ claim that sati was a fundamental part of their traditions;
a refusal to legitimize sati, they said, was a deliberate attempt to
marginalize the Rajputs. The women’s groups, for example, were
represented as using the issue as a means to attack Rajputs. In the
1990 state elections, several leaders of the Samiti won seats in the
state legislature.
As the pro-sati campaign developed, the argument about Rajputs
was extended to Hindu identity.The head priests of the major Hindu
temples in such centres as Benares and Puri issued statements that
sati represented one of the most noble elements not only of Rajput
culture but also of Hinduism and claimed that issues such rs sati
should be placed under their purview as arbiters of Hindu personal
law and not that of the state. At the same time, they also raised the
bogey of ‘Hinduism in danger‘ from the opponents of sati.
The Hinduism in danger cry was echoed by far Right Hindu
nationalists, spearheaded by the Shiv Sena, which organized a series
of pro-sati demonstrations and argued that the Indian state was
particularly biased against the Hindus, for it was willihg to accede
to the demands of minority communities for representation but
was unwilling to do the same for the majority. The particular point
of reference here was the Muslim Women’s Bill, and, as in the
Muslim Women’s Bill agitation, the pro-sari agitation also posited
real women against feminists.
The pro-sati agitators mobilized considerable numbers of
women in their support. This allowed them to claim that they
23 Ibid.
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represented the ‘true’ desires of Hindu women and to accuse the
feminists of being unrepresentative. So the feminists were placed
in the anomalous position of appearing to speak in the interest of
women whom they could not claim to represent and who defined
their interests differently.
The tradition versus modernity argument further isolated
feminists.The bogey of modernism was so successful that it masked
the fact that sati was being used to create a ‘tradition’, despite
feminist efforts to emphasize this. Tradition was defined so a
historically and so self-righteously that it obsckred the fact that
the pro-sati campaign was run on ‘modern’ lines, with modern
arguments, and for modern purposes, such as the reformation of
electoral blocs and identity-based community representation within
the state.
However, a closer look at the nature ofwomen’s support for the
pro-sati agitation revealed that this was ambiguous and at many
points consisted of firmly differentiating between the worship and
the actual practice of sati. An examination of the women who were
mobilized for the pro-sati demonstration made clear that they were
not, in fact, the women who were most directly affected by the
issue. Widows were conspicuously absent.
For most feminists, the campaign around sati revealed the
growing opposition to feminism and spelled a considerable setback
for the movement. Yet the challenges it posed to feminist selfdefinitions yielded some ’valuable insights: a more complex
understanding of the ways in which different groups and
communities saw themselves and a recognition that it is not helpful,
especially at moments of crisis, to view the state as a monolithic
entity, for it is important to assert that women have the right to a
voice in the administration of their society. Representation consisted
not merely of a show of numbers but alsci in the encouragement of
a plethora of voices, which was to some extent taking place through
the feminist and associated movements. Opposition to sati came
from a variety of sources: Both the right-wing Hindu reformist
tradition and maverick left-wing Hindu reformers such as Swami
Agnivesh of the Arya Samaj opposed it. In fact, Swami Agnivesh
challenged the head priests of the Puri and Benares temples to a
debate on the scriptural ‘sanction’ of sati. His challenge was
declined. Opposition also came from sections of the Gandhians
and from the anticaste movement. Within Rajasthan, considerable
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opposition to both sati and state inaction on Roop Kanwar‘s death
was voiced by huge numbers of women, largely rural, who joined
demonstrations to protest against the glorification of her death.

Conclusion
The contemporary Indian women’s movement is a complex,
variously placed, and fertile undertaking. It is perhaps the only
movement today that encompasses and links such issues as work,
wages, environment, ecology, civil rights, sex, violence,
representation, caste, class, allocation of basic resources, consumer
rights, health, religion, community, and individual and social
relationships. It is also one of the rare networks that encompasses
party-based, professional, and independent groups and is flexible
enough to bring old enemies, such as the orthodox Left and the
Maoists, onto a campaign platform and allow traditional rivals
among the socialists and the communists to forge a common
alliance against the politically uninformcd autonomous groups.
An index of the movement’s influence is the extraordiaarliy large
participation of women in most radical campaigns, particularly in
urban areas. One of the most notable examplesof the rldicalization
of women is that of the Bhopd gas victims. Following the tragic
explosion of MIC gas from the Union Carbide plant in Bhopal in
1984, the one organization of gas victims that emerged as strong
and sustained was the Bhopal Gas Peedit Mahila Udyag Ssngathana
(Bhopal Gas-Affected Women Workers’ Organization), Though
the organization is not feminist (indeed, ir is headed by a man), a
number of feminist groups work with it, and it is linked to the
women’s movement.
Structurally the women’s movement has a vertical as well as
horizontal reach: From ahorizontal network of autonomous feminist
groups, issue- and occupation-based women’s organizations,
development groups, radical professional associations, and partyaffiliated organizations, it reached upward to administrative
institutions, state functionaries, members of Parliament, and
political leaders. Feminists are now invited to lecture at the Indian
Administrative Services Academy, the training school for Indian
government servants; they provide courses for the police, who
have considerably expanded their employment of women; and
many state governments have invited them to organize women’s

development programmes. In many ways it is the horizontal reach
of the women’s movement that has allowed it to have policy
influence; in particular, the combination of the networking
capocitie.; oftht autonomous groups and the mobilizing capacities
of the Left party-affliated organizations has often given women’s
campaigns a cutting edge.
These strengths are yet to be fully recognized. The attacks of
the 1980s and the rise of communal women’s organizations such
as Rashtra Sevika Samiti, and the women’s wing of the far Right
Hindu Rashtriya Swayam Scvak San& have overshadowed the often
quiet work being done locally and regionally and have brought
political divisions to the fore. Relationships between Left partyaffiliated organizations and autonomous women’s groups are
frequentjy strained by differing organizational interests, and each
is wary of making concessions to the other. Moreover, the spread
and diversity of the movement have coincided wirh a period of
growing atomization, so that campaigns can sometimes be
dissipated by the existence of numerous overlapping but separate

lobbies.
Acutely as these problems are felt, they are minor. Of the roughly
three thousand women who attended the all-India women’s liberation
conference in 1990 in Kerala, some 60 per cent were rural women,
in groups ranging from development to church to lefrist. In many
areas women are pioneering literacy campaigns. Increasing numbers
of women are takin advanta e of cooperative credit facilities. New
avenues for women5 politic participation have opened at village
and district levels. It may be that in the next few years national level
feminist campaigns will lie relatively fallow but that work at the
institutional level will bc locahy and regionally strengthened.
Another development to watch with interest is the diasporic
links among Indian women’s groups, Both Britain and the United
States already have fairly active Indian women’s groups, with strong
reltionships COwomen’s groups in India. South Afirica is even more
interesting, for feminists of Indian origin are integrated not only
in women’s groups but also in politics overdl.24 This diasporic
network is unusual and could become an important source of
mobilization against communal identity politics.

!afi
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now a leader of the House in Mandelai
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